The Freightliner ABS Retarder Relay is located at the MP13 Position. It is a 24 Volt, 2 Pole, Normally Closed contact. The ABS sensor outputs a voltage between 0 and 5 volts to the ABS Module. The Output Signal from the module goes through a resistor and then to ground. If there is no voltage on that wire or if it's grounded, then the relay closes and allows power to flow through it because R11 has
+24 volts across it (between pin 1 and 3). Another wire (yellow) will go from pin 2 of the relay into that wire on your truck for it to work properly. To replicate this on your truck, you will need to use a relay and remove the relay from the module. Then connect to two wires. The yellow wire is the output signal from the module and the brown wire coming off of pin 2 is what goes into R11 for power to
flow through. Towing it out, you'll want this hooked up to your truck's tail lights so that when you're pulling forward in traffic you can see yourself better, if it's even possible with an auxiliary light bar. If not, just tape it up there or screw it into something else that will allow your tail lights to work if you need headlight power. Essentially it's a switch wired to your truck's tail lights that is controlled by
the ABS system. This is a must have accessory if you tow anything for any amount of time. It will drain the battery when you aren't driving, but it's a small price to pay for not having to worry about your brakes when you stop in traffic or when someone cuts in front of you on the highway.
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